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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sie haben einen Server namens Server1, auf dem Windows Server
2016 ausgefÃ¼hrt wird. Der Docker-DÃ¤mon wird auf Server1
ausgefÃ¼hrt.
Sie mÃ¼ssen sicherstellen, dass Mitglieder einer
Sicherheitsgruppe mit dem Namen Docker-Administratoren Docker
verwalten kÃ¶nnen.

Was tun?
A. Ã„ndern Sie die Sicherheitseinstellungen von Docker.exe.
B. Bearbeiten Sie die Datei Daemon.json.
C. Ã„ndern Sie die Sicherheitseinstellungen von Dockerd.exe.
D. FÃ¼hren Sie das Cmdlet Set-Service aus.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/virtualization/windowscontaine
rs/manage-docker/configure-docker-daemon The preferred method
for configuring the Docker Engine on Windows is using a
configuration file. The configuration file can be found at
'c:\ProgramData\docker\config\daemon.json'. If this file does
not already exist, it can be created.
This sample configures the Docker Engine to accept incoming
connections on port 2375. All other configuration options will
use default values.
{"hosts": ["tcp://0.0.0.0:2375"]}
this sample configures the Docker daemon to only accept secured
connections over port 2376.
{"hosts": ["tcp://0.0.0.0:2376", "npipe://"],"tlsverify":
true,"tlscacert":
"C:\\ProgramData\\docker\\certs.d\\ca.pem","tlscert":
"C:\\ProgramData\\docker\\certs.d\\server-cert.pem","tlskey":
"C:\\ProgramData\\docker\\certs.d\\server-key.pem",}
Source:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/virtualization/windowscontaine
rs/manage-docker/configure-docker-dae

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements about Cisco IDS are true? (Choose two.)
A. It is used to boost sensor sensitivity at the expense of
false positives.
B. It is preferred for detection-only deployment.
C. It is used primarily to inspect egress traffic, to filter
outgoing threats.
D. It is used to monitor critical systems and to avoid false
positives that block traffic.
E. It is used for installations that require strong
network-based protection and that include sensor tuning.
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
What BPServer.exe profile name is the default Blue Prism Server
service configured to use? (Select one.)
A. It will use the first profile when ordered alphabetically
B. It will use the profile named "Default"
C. It will use the profile which is configured with the "Is

Default" flag
D. It will use the last profile when ordered alphabetically
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://help.blueprism.com/Installation-Platform/Configuration/
Connections/1129845562/Whyis-the-Blue-Prism-Server-service-failing-to-start.htm

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following password attacks is MOST likely to crack
the largest number of randomly generated
passwords?
A. Birthday attack
B. Dictionary
C. Rainbow tables
D. Hybrid
Answer: C
Explanation:
Section: Threats and Vulnerabilities
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
When a password is "tried" against a system it is "hashed"
using encryption so that the actual password is
never sent in clear text across the communications line. This
prevents eavesdroppers from intercepting the
password. The hash of a password usually looks like a bunch of
garbage and is typically a different length
than the original password. Your password might be "shitzu" but
the hash of your password would look
something like "7378347eedbfdd761619451949225ec1".
To verify a user, a system takes the hash value created by the
password hashing function on the client
computer and compares it to the hash value stored in a table on
the server. If the hashes match, then the
user is authenticated and granted access.
Password cracking programs work in a similar way to the login
process. The cracking program starts by
taking plaintext passwords, running them through a hash
algorithm, such as MD5, and then compares the
hash output with the hashes in the stolen password file. If it
finds a match, then the program has cracked
the password.
Rainbow Tables are basically huge sets of precomputed tables
filled with hash values that are prematched to possible plaintext passwords. The Rainbow Tables
essentially allow hackers to reverse the
hashing function to determine what the plaintext password might
be.
The use of Rainbow Tables allows for passwords to be cracked in

a very short amount of time compared
with brute-force methods, however, the trade-off is that it
takes a lot of storage (sometimes Terabytes) to
hold the Rainbow Tables themselves.
With a rainbow table, all of the possible hashes are computed
in advance. In other words, you create a
series of tables; each has all the possible two-letter,
three-letter, four-letter, and so forth combinations and
the hash of that combination, using a known hashing algorithm
like SHA-2. Now if you search the table for
a given hash, the letter combination in the table that produced
the hash must be the password you are
seeking.
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